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Summary information
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Title:
ID:
Date:
Physical description:
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F0664
2004-2009 (date of creation)
0.06 m of textual records

Administrative history / Biographical sketch
Note
Marc Stein (historian and university teacher) received a Ph.D. in history from the University of
Pennsylvania in 1995. He pursued research in constitutional law, politics and society of the United States,
and social movements, gender, race and sexuality in North America, and has written extensively on these
topics and other issues involving the gay and lesbian movements. After fellowships at the University of
Pennsylvania and Bryn Mawr College and a two-year appointment as a visiting assistant professor at
Colby College in Maine, Stein joined the History Department at York University in 1998. He became
associated with the School of Women’s Studies in 2001, and was Co-ordinator of the Sexuality Studies
Program from 2005 to 2009. Stein was appointed the Jamie and Phyllis Pasker Professor of History at San
Francisco State University in 2014.

Scope and content
Fonds consists of records created by Marc Stein in the course of his activities as a teacher and
administrator, including a draft history of gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender and queer activities at York
University from the 1960s to 1979, articles clipped from the student newspaper, Excalibur, concerning
police harassment, women’s liberation and homophiles, student and media attitudes toward gays, and
campus housing, and newsletters of the York University Homophile Association, 1970-1971, that were
given to Stein when he was appointed Sexuality Studies Coordinator; records of the Sexuality Studies
Committee pertaining to support for the program proposal, governance of the program, status of courses,
proposal for certificate and minor programs, course enrolment, course instruction and designations,
special events such as lectures and film nights, development of a course rubric, supplemental calendars for
2006-2010, minutes of Council meetings, a bibliography of faculty publications and productions, printed
email correspondence, course proposal forms, award proposal forms for student academic performance,
student lists, statements of revenue and expenses, the proposal to develop an option to major in Sexuality
Studies; and course syllabi.
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Notes
Title notes
Immediate source of acquisition
Donated by Marc Stein.

Restrictions on access
Access to files containing student lists is permitted only through completion of a research agreement
that is approved by the University Archivist.

Other notes
•
•
•

Publication status: Published
Level of detail: Full
Status description: Final

Access points
•
•
•

York University (Toronto, Ont.). Sexuality Studies Program (subject)
Sexuality (subject)
Gender identity (subject)

Collection holdings
File: F0664-2014-023/001(1) - Sexuality Studies Program
Creator: Stein, Marc
Title: Sexuality Studies Program
ID: F0664-2014-023/001(1)
Date: 2004-2006 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of records of the Sexuality Studies Committee pertaining to: support for the program
proposal from faculty, staff, and students; governance of the program; status of courses; proposal for
certificate and minor programs; and spreadsheets for course enrolment. File also includes records of
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the Sexuality Studies Council dealing with governance, course instruction and designations, special
events such as lectures and film nights, and development of a course rubric.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published

File: F0664-2014-023/001(2) - Sexuality Studies Program
Creator: Stein, Marc
Title: Sexuality Studies Program
ID: F0664-2014-023/001(2)
Date: 2006-2008 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of: supplemental calendars for 2006-2007 and 2007-2008; documents pertaining to the
curriculum and pedagogy roundtable, September 2006; minutes of Council meetings dealing with
program growth, faculty appointments, special events, visioning exercises, course rubric, admissions,
budget, website development, faculty profiles, and curriculum review; bibliography of faculty
publications and productions; printed email correspondence; course proposal forms; award proposal
forms for student academic performance; and student lists.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Restrictions on access:
File is closed until 2102. Access during this period is permitted only through a research agreement
approved by the University Archivist.
Publication status:
Published

File: F0664-2014-023/001(3) - Sexuality Studies Program
Creator: Stein, Marc
Title: Sexuality Studies Program
ID: F0664-2014-023/001(3)
Date: 2008-2009 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
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File consists of: supplemental calendars for 2008-2009 and 2009-2010; lists of students enrolled in
the program; statements of revenue and expenses; proposal to develop an option to major in Sexuality
Studies; printed email correspondence; promotional material for lectures and film nights; minutes of
Council meetings; reports; documents pertaining to activities of the Sexuality Studies Co-ordinator
Search Committee; and course syllabi.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Restrictions on access:
File is closed until 2102. Access during this period is permitted only through a research agreement
approved by the University Archivist.
Publication status:
Published

File: F0664-2014-023/001(4) - Sexuality studies at York : background documents,
1966-1979
Creator: Stein, Marc
Title: Sexuality studies at York : background documents, 1966-1979
ID: F0664-2014-023/001(4)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of: a draft history of gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender and queer activities at York
University from the 1960s to 1979; articles clipped from the student newspaper, Excalibur concerning
police harassment, women’s liberation and homophiles, student and media attitudes toward gays,
and campus housing; and newsletters published by the York University Homophile Association,
November 1970, January 1971, and March 1971.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published
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